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1 Project overview
The Lower Murray Water (LMW) Water Efficiency Project presents an opportunity to secure
Commonwealth investment into the modernisation of LMW’s rural irrigation supply infrastructure.
This investment will expand on earlier rural modernisation programs such as the Sunraysia
Modernisation Programs and aligns with LMW’s strategic objectives and irrigation investment
priorities.
This project aims to modernise and upgrade existing channels to reduce water seepage and increase
the integrity of infrastructure and provide improved service to customers. These channels are the
backbone of LMW’s rural irrigation systems, and while they have sufficient capacity to meet future
demands, they are aged and inefficient. The project also includes upgrading outdated water
meters, including decommissioning old Dethridge meters and replacing inappropriate/inaccurate
meters with newer more reliable units.
Modernising these assets will recover an estimated 2.5 GL of system losses at a total cost of $37 M.
Funding for the project is sought through the Australian Government’s Off-farm Efficiency Program.
This means the project must meet the socio-economic criteria agreed by the Murray-Darling Basin
Ministerial Council, ensuring water recovery projects have neutral or positive outcomes.
This document summarises anticipated impacts and benefits that this project might have on LMW,
its customers and broader stakeholders.

1.1 Why invest?
The Sunraysia irrigation region is a noted centre of high-value irrigated horticulture. To maintain
this, the region needs a world’s best practice water supply. Governments and private investors have
kept the region at the forefront of irrigation development and innovation by investing in sustainable
wealth creation across sectors over the past 100 years.
The Sunraysia region’s pumped irrigation districts were subject to a major modernisation exercise in
2014 through the $120 million Sunraysia Modernisation Project (SMP). As a result, more than 65% of
irrigation outlets in the districts now have a water supply 365 days per year.
The Sunraysia Modernisation Project 2 (SMP2) built on the track record of the SMP to supply
additional water for the benefit of customers and the region. More information on SMP and SMP2 is
available at www.lmw.vic.gov.au/about-us/major-projects
These investments did not extend to the entire supply system. Consequently, water is still supplied
through ageing earthen or concrete-lined channels in some areas. These provide lower standards of
service and have high levels of seepage and leakage. This means that:
▪

There is an increased risk of not being able to supply water when a customer needs it or wants
it. This reduces the potential productivity of the region.

▪

Failures in our water delivery system lead to slower incident recovery, inability to meet
demand and potential loss of revenue for customers and LMW.

▪

Current water losses in our supply system do not meet community expectations and provide a
missed opportunity to enhance valuable environmental flows.

▪

Raised salinity risks from the water losses lead to lower quality water, threatening flora, fauna
and beneficial uses.

Irrigation communities across the southern Murray-Darling Basin are adjusting to big changes in
water availability. These result from factors such as:
▪

climate variability and change

▪

industry restructures

▪

operation of water markets

▪

environmental water recovery under the Murray-Darling Basin Plan
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In this environment of change, LMW and its customers developed its Irrigation Strategy in 2021. The
strategy:
▪

articulates long-term strategic objectives for Lower Murray Water’s irrigation system

▪

characterises a suite of interventions that could contribute to the achievement of these
objectives and the critical knowledge, values and rules that need to be aligned for successful
implementation

▪

describes scenarios that reflect alternative approaches to implementation of the strategy and
achievement of objectives

▪

outlines a forward investment program for investment.

In developing the Irrigation Strategy, LMW engaged and consulted broadly with its Strategic Advisory
Committee (SAC), Customer Service Advisory Committees (CSAC) and directly with irrigators. The
outcome is an Irrigation Strategy that provides LMW with a basis for decisions to maintain or
improve the service provided to its irrigation customers to at least 2040. The key strategic
objectives identified in the Irrigation Strategy are:
Objective 1:

provide an equitable level of irrigation service to customers within each district

Objective 2:

provide infrastructure that can supply water to meet peak irrigation and cooling
demand in each district

Objective 3:

operate the irrigation water supply system using renewable energy

Underpinning any future investment is a strong desire by LMW’s customers to maintain an affordable
service. The initiatives outlined in this business case are consistent with Irrigation Strategy’s
objectives and will allow inefficient infrastructure to be brought in line with initiatives identified in
the Irrigation Strategy (refer to objective 2 above). Without well maintained and efficiently running
infrastructure, the objectives of the Irrigation Strategy, and customers’ expectations, are unlikely
to be met.

1.2 What is LMW proposing to invest in?
The following table sets out the key assets targeted for funding through the Commonwealth Offfarm Efficiency Program. Refer to the map at the end of this document to locate the area of
proposed works.
Table 1 Project initiatives
Water
recovery (ML)

Units

Channel lining

241

7.1 km

Channel lining

366

8.4 km

Mildura Channel L

Channel lining (~ 3.6km pipe)

790

7.8 km

Red Cliffs Channel

Channel lining
Replace inaccurate and domestic and stock
and Dethridge meters. Decommission
inactive Dethridge meters.
Total

265

3.9 km

849

~700

Asset
Wargan Main
Channel (Merbein)
Mildura Channel K

Metering

Works

2,511

The project will modernise existing infrastructure and utilise construction techniques similar to
those used on SMP and SMP2. Construction activities will be delivered in compliance with relevant
state and Commonwealth legislation, including the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999 and the Victorian Environmental Effects Act 1978.
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The nature and final scope of the modernisation works will be refined through the consultation and
design phases of the project. The location of the channel modernisation works is shown in Figure 1.
Refer to Appendix 1 for specific maps of each channel.
Figure 1 – Location of channel works

Wargan Main Channel – Merbein district
There remains 6.6 km of earthen channel to be plastic lined at the end of the Merbein Main Channel
(west of Stans Regulator near Meridian Road). In addition, replacement is required of a section of
plastic liner mid-way through the channel, and of a section of approximately 170 metres of
concrete-liner at the start of the channel.
Some reforming of the channel is likely, as the condition of sections of the channel has
deteriorated. The area is not located in a known area of cultural sensitivity, however, the guidance
of Traditional Owners and cultural heritage experts during the planning stages will be followed and
required permits obtained.
It is anticipated that there will need to be some vegetation removal, as there are sections where
trees have grown close to the banks. Permits will be obtained and LMW will make sure any trees
removed are replaced or offset.
Lined sections will be appropriately fenced for security and safety.
Customer engagement will occur in 2022, with any preparatory works in the winter shutdown
period. Construction works are proposed to take place in 2023 and will work around customer needs
and the ability for LMW to maintain their supply.
‘K’ Channel – Mildura district
‘K’ Channel is one of two backbone channels for the Mildura/FMIT district. It takes supply from the
‘L’ Channel at Dewry Avenue in Irymple and heads west to feed the Benetook Dams. The ‘K’
Channel supplies customers directly and helps balance the storage to meet peak demand from the
Benetook system for a few days. The storage also captures any outfall from the channel.
It is proposed to line the length of the concrete channel with a plastic lining. Public safety will be
assured through appropriate fencing along the length of the channel.
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From experience working on sections of the K channel, LMW believes that cultural heritage and
native vegetation is unlikely to trigger planning approvals. However, given the length of these works
relative to minor annual works, LMW will engage with Traditional Owners, cultural heritage experts,
and ecologists to confirm these assumptions early in the planning stages.
Customer and landowner engagement will also be paramount for these works to ensure minimal
disruptions to supply. The majority of the work is proposed to occur during the winter shutdown
period of 2023, where supply to customers is stopped for several weeks. An early works program is
anticipated to occur in 2022 to ensure as much preparatory work can be completed as possible. In
addition, there is provision for by-pass pumping to ensure customers relying on the channel for
water supply will not be burdened outside the planned shutdown window.
‘L’ Channel – Mildura district
The ‘L’ Channel is the other major backbone channel for Mildura/FMIT district. It is the largest
capacity channel in LMW and runs from Kings Billabong through Irymple and Nichols Point. Some of
the works were earmarked to be part of SMP, however, they were not included due to budget
allocation across that project.
The proposal is to lay plastic lining over the existing concrete channel. In addition, a section of high
safety risk channel is proposed to be piped from the Nichols Point Primary School to the end of the
‘L’ Channel. The length of the channel converted to pipe and the alignment of the pipe will be
informed through the early works detailed design period, but could involve realigning the pipeline
and decommissioning up to 3.6km of the L Channel.
Safety will be improved through appropriate fencing along the length of the channel.
These works are not in a culturally sensitive location and are unlikely to require significant
vegetation removal. However, LMW will ensure they engage with cultural knowledge holders,
Traditional Owners and relevant approval authorities to advise of our responsibilities during the
planning of these works.
The early works program in 2022 will involve customer and landowner engagement to ensure supply
is maintained outside the seasonal winter shutdown period. As all the works will need to be
complete within this window, a large part of the 2022 winter shutdown will be used to plan for the
works in 2023. There is a contingency in the project to provide by-pass pumping to maintain supply
to customers if works cannot be completed within the scheduled winter shutdown period.
Red Cliffs Channel
The Red Cliffs Channel is the major backbone channel for the Red Cliffs district. Some of the
channel was lined and widened as part of the SMP2 project. The remaining sections will be lined
under this proposal.
Safety will be assured through appropriate fencing along the length of the channel. Cultural
heritage, environmental and other planning approvals will be addressed early in the planning
phases.
Construction works will occur during the scheduled winter shutdown periods. Preparatory work will
commence in 2022, with the bulk of construction taking place in 2023. There is a contingency to
provide by-pass pumping to maintain customer supply if works are required outside the winter
shutdown period.
Meter replacement and decommissioning
LMW and customers have progressively replaced most of the older style Dethridge Wheels. However,
14 Dethridge meters remain active in the network. Detheridge meters are known to allow seepage
around the outlet and are not as accurate as newer meters. This project would allow these to be
replaced with more efficient meters at no expense to customers.
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There are also an estimated 442 Dethridge meters throughout the network that are no longer in use
but can allow seepage around the outlet. If funding is made available, LMW is proposing to remove
these outlets permanently from the irrigation network.
LMW has also identified 285 Domestic and Stock (D&S) mechanical meters that are potentially no
longer reading accurately and need replacing. As part of the funding, LMW will review the data and
visit landowners to confirm their existing metering arrangements. LMW will work with these
customers to replace and/or install more reliable and appropriate meters as required.

2 Water savings and entitlements
2.1 Eligibility of water savings
The primary benefit of these works will be the recovery of up to 2.5 GL of water that is otherwise
being lost to seepage, leakage and evaporation.
The Commonwealth Government has established the $1.54 billion Off-Farm Efficiency Program to
recover water for the environment in the Murray-Darling Basin. Projects funded under the program
will improve the efficiency of water delivery infrastructure and increase the volume of water
available for irrigators and communities, and contribute towards Murray Darling Basin additional
water recovery by June 2024.
It is estimated that an estimated 2.5 GL of water will be recovered by the Project. LMW proposes to
transfer 1.8 GL of the water savings to the Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder for the
environment. The remaining water savings are proposed to be shared between the Victorian
Government and LMW to support outcomes for Traditional Owners and increased urban water
security for the future (Table 2).
Victoria’s water plan Water for Victoria 2016 and the draft Central and Gippsland Region
Sustainable Water Strategy outline the commitment by the Victorian Government to recognise
Aboriginal values and objectives of water, including the return of water entitlements to Traditional
Owners. This project is an opportunity to recover water through infrastructure modernisation works
to improve outcomes for First Peoples.
Table 2 Proposed use of water recovered through project initiatives
Transferred to
Total water
Retained by Victoria for positive socioCommonwealth Environmental Water
recovery (GL)
economic outcomes (GL)
Holder (GL)
2.5

1.8

Approx. 0.7

LMW undertook thorough testing of all channels to determine the estimated water recovery volumes
as part of the investigations. The estimated water savings have been estimated consistent with the
methods described in the Victorian Government’s Water Savings Protocol and technical manual for
calculating water savings. The Water Savings Protocol requires water savings to be independently
audited to verify works after they have been completed. 1

2.2 Impact on water entitlements
Water recovered from this project will be through ‘Loss Allowance’ provisions in LMW’s Bulk
Entitlement (River Murray – Lower Murray Urban and Rural Water – Irrigation Conversion Order
1999). These loss allowances cannot be sold by LMW and also cannot be used to supply customers.
The Loss Allowance provisions account for the losses incurred through the distribution of water
supply to customers through LMW’s irrigation network (i.e. the difference between what LMW
pumps out of the river and the amount it meters its customers). The Loss Allowance caters for
DELWP, Water Savings Protocol, A Protocol for the quantification of water savings from modernising irrigation
distribution systems, version 5.0, Oct 2018
1
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seepage, leaks, evaporation, meter inaccuracies, illegal taking of water, and any other unmetered
supplies.
Reducing the volume of losses in our system through this project will allow LMW to reduce its Loss
Allowance provisions and transfer these water savings to the Commonwealth Environmental Water
Holder (CEWH) in the form of a Long-term Average Annual Yield (LTAAY) entitlement.
The current Bulk Entitlement has a Loss Allowance of 11,181 ML. The five year average combined
volume of losses is around 8,100 ML. The transfer of an estimated 2.5 GL will reduce the overall loss
allowance. However, the average volume of actual losses is expected to drop accordingly. The
estimated losses will not adversely impact LMW’s long term Loss Allowance needs.

3 Engagement during project design
3.1 Purpose of consultation
Funding for the Water Efficiency Project is being sought through the Australian Government’s OffFarm Efficiency Program. This means that projects must meet the socio-economic criteria agreed by
the Murray-Darling Basin Ministerial Council to ensure water recovery projects have neutral or
positive socio-economic outcomes.
The Victorian Government has established a process through which the Department of Environment,
Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) and LMW work together to develop water efficiency project
proposals that comply with the agreed socio-economic criteria.
An essential part of the criteria is the requirement that stakeholders are consulted during project
design. The broader public has the opportunity to comment on the socio-economic outcomes of the
project once the project is submitted to DELWP for assessment against the criteria.
More details can be found at www.water.vic.gov.au/mdb/mdbp/commonwealth-water-efficiencyprogram and www.agriculture.gov.au/water/mdb/programs/basin-wide/off-farm-efficiencyprogram.

3.2 Pre-project consultation
LMW works with a diverse range of stakeholders and has engaged many of those stakeholders in
developing and implementing its works programs on behalf of the community. A Stakeholder
Engagement and Communications Framework has been prepared, and pre-project consultation has
occurred throughout the business case development since June 2019. The feedback received during
this time has been considered into project planning and will help inform future stages of detailed
design and project delivery.
A summary of the engagement activities undertaken and proposed is detailed below and in
Appendix 2.
Customer Service Advisory Committees
The primary vehicle for customer engagement in the rural water sector is through the Service
Advisory Committees (SACs), who advise the LMW Board and management on a range of water and
service-related matters. Four SACs represent the irrigation districts of Red Cliffs, Merbein,
Robinvale and Mildura, with an additional SAC for the Millewa Waterworks District and Private
Diverters. There are six elected members of each SAC. The relevant SACs have been closely involved
in developing this project, and a project update is provided at each meeting. The SACs are very
supportive of any enhancements to infrastructure if externally funded.
Project Control Group
A specific Project Control Group (PCG) was established to provide oversight of the development of
the business case. The PCG met regularly to ensure appropriate initiatives were included in the
proposal and that any risks or concerns were addressed through the development of the business
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case. The PCG involved members of the state government and LMW’s management. Project
oversight and governance will be continued if the project is successful for funding.
Horticulture and agriculture industry groups and individual customers
LMW has engaged with Mildura Regional Development and local representatives involved with table
grapes and dried fruit production. There is strong support for modernising infrastructure where
customer’s water allowance is not compromised and customer prices don’t increase. While
commodity prices fluctuate, the general cost of inputs steadily has increased, water prices being
one such input. The industry and individual customers are very sensitive to price and water
availability. The project will not impact customer prices and does not take from the consumptive
pool. Therefore, there is strong support for the works from industry groups and customers.
Government agencies
The Mallee Catchment Management Authority (MCMA) has a particular interest in this project from a
salinity perspective. Regular conversations with the MCMA indicated strong support to reduce the
extent of groundwater infiltration and localised salinity impacts from leaking channels. Therefore,
the MCMA strongly support the initiatives presented in this project and has offered to play an
advocacy role if required.
The Mildura Rural City Council and Parks Victoria planning staff were consulted on pre-planning
conditions and requirements for permits. Both acknowledged the existing nature of assets and that
permits might not necessarily be required for certain elements. The actual need for planning and
vegetation removal permits will be determined at the detailed planning stage of the project.
Parks Victoria indicated they only had an interest in the project if the land is State-owned.
The Department of Jobs, Precinct and Regions (Mildura) was consulted about modernisation
developments in the region. They support improvements made to infrastructure that is critical to
the region's economy.
Goulburn Murray Water Connections was engaged to test market prices for works and understand
the issues and concerns they faced during similar projects and funding programs.
The Victorian Murray Floodplain Restoration Project (VMFRP) team was consulted to understand the
challenges and issues that this project might face during the planning and construction phases.
These projects have little cross over, but insights into cultural heritage, flora and fauna and other
project management requirements assisted in the due diligence work undertaken for this business
case. The VMFRP team indicated that competition for local resources might be a challenge if both
projects are in the construction phase at the same time.
Local leaders
As LMW’s Board endorses the business case initiatives, local politicians and councillors will be
briefed on the proposal. Any feedback will be considered by the PCG and incorporated into any
funding submission.
Local contractors and suppliers
In the development of the business case, LMW sought the advice of local and regional consultants to
source quotes from contractors and suppliers to determine an accurate cost to deliver the specified
works. Local installers, meter suppliers and labour to excavate and lay channel lining were sourced
from within the region and have worked on similar projects managed by Goulburn Murray Water
Connections.
Traditional Owners and Cultural Heritage agencies
LMW is committed to continuous engagement with Traditional Owners in a meaningful and
sustainable way that recognises the First Peoples connection to land, waterways and the
community. LMW has, in partnership with Reconciliation Australia (RA), developed a Reconciliation
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Action Plan (RAP). Implementation and reporting of LMW’s progress against the RAP is completed in
consultation with RA throughout each year of implementation.
LMW is consulting and engaging Traditional Owners across our service region, seeking their input and
advice on cultural values and interests to inform the LMW Urban Water Strategy 2022-2071. Through
this consultation, LMW has discussed with the First People of Millewa Mallee Aboriginal Corporation
opportunities for partnerships and to work together on a broad range of water resource
management issues for the betterment of the river health and the health of our environment. LMW
continuously engage with Traditional Owners on all cultural heritage matters for all project and
operational service delivery, recognising the specialist skills and knowledge Traditional Owners have
to contribute in these areas.
LMW is currently in the planning phase to develop our Pricing Submission Five. This will include
further consultation on all relevant matters relating to Traditional Owners such as water resource
management, river and environment health, and cultural heritage. This project will be incorporated
into those discussions, with opportunities for Indigenous engagement identified early in the design
phase.
Given the works involve modernising existing assets, the potential for adverse impacts on culturally
significant locations and/or artefacts is considered low risk.
The legislation governing cultural heritage management is well documented, and conversations will
continue once the project is funded.
Private-Diverters
Extensive engagement occurred with a number of private irrigators (not connected to the LMW
irrigation district) to determine their interest in pursuing funding under the Commonwealth Offfarm Efficiency Program to upgrade their infrastructure. Valuable insights were gained through this
engagement process. Private irrigators own their channels and provided helpful feedback on the
challenges and opportunities in maintaining channels. Private diverters, like most customers, are
concerned about price and the level of service. They expressed concern about the difficulties of
having multiple customers on one channel, all wanting to draw from the channel in peak summer at
the same time. Improving the delivery time and maintaining a reliable channel helps with service
reliability, enhances quality, reduces filter blockages, and helps customers schedule water delivery
better.
Internal stakeholders
During the investigation stage of this project, the initiatives outlined were incorporated into the
planning and consultation stage of LMW’s Irrigation Strategy. In addition, a series of workshops were
held with LMW staff, its irrigators and stakeholders. The workshops addressed the region's key
issues, possible future scenarios and current constraints in the rural network.
The workshops with stakeholder groups provided a forum for irrigators and local community
members to understand LMW’s rural irrigation network and understand the details of this project.
A key outcome of this work and engagement revolved around the capacity of LMW to deliver water
to customers. The initiatives identified in this proposal are consistent with the direction of the
Irrigation Strategy and customer feedback.

3.3 Overview of feedback
The proposal attracted open support from stakeholders. No specific concerns were raised that
would be detrimental to the delivery of the initiatives.
Throughout the consultation, LMW noted key themes across multiple stakeholders which arose and
were discussed. The table below shows a high-level summary of several of those discussion points
and the responses.
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Question
Where will the water savings
go?

Won’t that mean there be
less water available for the
region?

How do you know how much
water will be saved?

How much will it cost?

I am a customer supplied off
one of the channels. Will I
still be able to receive water
when works commence?
What will be the impacts to
landowners during
construction?

Why can’t all the channels
be piped?

Will the system be bigger?

If the system is improved,
will that allow more
customers?
What is the impact for
customers where meters are
replaced?

11

Response
1.8 GL of the water savings will be transferred to the
Commonwealth for the environment. The remaining will be
shared between the Victorian Government and LMW to support
outcomes for Traditional Owners and increased urban water
security for the future.
As a result of this project, there will be no reduction in the
amount of water available in the consumptive pool, with all
water recovery coming from reduced system losses. Water
recovered by this project will be recognised as a reduction in
LMW’s Loss Allowance that provides for losses incurred through
evaporation, seepage and leakage in open channels and meter
errors. Loss allowances are provided for in LMW’s Bulk
Entitlement.
The expected water savings were calculated consistent with the
methods described in the Victorian Government’s Water Savings
Protocol and technical manual for calculating water savings. The
Water Savings Protocol requires water savings to be
independently audited to verify works after they have been
completed.
The project is expected to cost $37 M. LMW is seeking all project
funding from the Commonwealth Off-farm Efficiency
Program,therefore customers will not be required to contribute
to the project financially.
The majority of works will take place during the annual scheduled
winter shutdown period. Provision for ‘by-pass’ pumping will be
made to ensure that any construction required outside this
window will not impact customers’ ability to receive water.
Significant engagement will take place in 2022 with customers to
understand the works and minimise potential impacts in 2023.
The works involve channel lining and piping. This may have shortterm impacts for landowners adjoining existing open and unlined
channels. There will be significant landholder engagement to
ensure minimal disruption during the delivery of works. Based on
prior experience with similar works it is anticipated works
adjoining a landowners property will take 2-3 days.
Some traffic delays can be expected to maintain the safety of
work crews working across or near traffic.
During investigations, piping and channel lining was considered.
The cost of piping all the channels considered under the project
was not feasible due to construction and cost constraints.
Customers have made it clear that maintaining water prices is
important to them. While service levels would improve under a
piped system, there would be disproportionate increases in
infrastructure operational costs.
The proposal does prioritise some pipework over channels where
there are significant public safety issues and opportunities for
reconfiguration of supply.
This project will repair and modernise the existing channels , it
will not increase the amount of irrigation infrastructure. Where
other planned works can coincide with these works to save
money, there may be business-as-usual upgrades or some
reconfiguration of the system delivered simultaneously to reduce
long-term costs.
The project focuses on focuses on delivering
service improvements for existing customers and modernising
existing infrastructure, it will not make additional land available
for irrigation or accommodate new development.
Where customer meters are identified to be inaccurate or
inappropriate for the type of use, LMW will work with each
customer to ensure more suitable and effective meters are
installed.
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How does this fit in with
other LMW works?

Will there be opportunities
for locals during the
construction phase?

12

LMW is preparing its long-term planning framework for irrigation
customers, and these works have been considered in preparing
plans and future works.
The scope of these works has been determined at a desktop level
and involved detailed discussions with all parts of the business. If
the project receives funding, the detailed design of works on
each channel will be determined following consultation with
customers and authorities and will consider future opportunities
to improve the level of service for customers.
The size of the project is likely to require multiple work crews
operating at the same time. This will create opportunities for the
procurement of local labour and supplies, with an estimated 110
jobs to be created by the project.
LMW will manage the project, and is likely to require additional
resources to help plan and manage the works.

4 Socio-economic assessment
4.1 Water market impact
Prices in the water markets are driven by the balance between demand and the volume of available
supply. This project will not affect either, as it reduces the volume of water currently lost in
delivery, so both the level of demand and the volume of supply will remain the same as before.
Because water savings are achieved by avoiding losses and not by reducing the volume of water
available to irrigators, the Project will not impact the water market or increase water prices. Other
factors such as the move to higher value agricultural enterprises, commodity prices and water
availability will be the primary factors affecting market prices.

4.2 Contribution to irrigation district viability
A consistent and reliable irrigation network will contribute to the viability of the Sunraysia irrigation
region. Sunraysia is part of Victoria’s ‘food bowl’, contributing significantly to the nation’s
prosperity through food and fibre production. The Gross Regional Product (GRP) of the Sunraysia
and Goulburn Murray Irrigation Districts is $2.7 billion. The region produces around 20% of
Australia’s total wine grape crush, 24% of citrus production, 75% of table grape production and
almost 100% of Australia’s dried vine fruit production.
The region’s agricultural industry has the potential to adapt and grow based on the many
competitive advantages of the region, including the magnitude of scale, aggregation of land,
modernised irrigation, good soils and climate.
Opportunities for the region that are reliant on good quality reliable water supply include:
▪ agricultural development
▪ high-value food processing
▪ sustainable growth
LMW’s Sunraysia irrigation districts service some 5,000 customers in the four management areas of
Merbein, Red Cliffs, Robinvale and Mildura. A modernised irrigation network will ensure the region
continues to prosper.
The Water Efficiency Project works align with LMW’s strategic directions, infrastructure plans
and the recently developed Irrigation Strategy. The works do not need to increase capacity to
meet the growing demand of customers, however modernising the channels will benefit irrigated
production through:
▪ Reliability - fewer leaks and so fewer interruptions to supply
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▪ Levels of service - reducing losses means more of the water passes through to the customer. It
also means that LMW is more confident that it can run channels at a higher level and not fear
embankment breaches.
▪ Availability - more water through the same capacity channel still means that growers can utilise
more of their entitlement allocation when they need it most.
These benefits will enhance the value of production and provide greater resilience for farm
businesses in the face of climate change.
While the capacity of the channel assets is sufficient to meet future expected demand, the works
will bring forward essential maintenance and upgrade works to maintain the supply and limit
interruptions. These works equate to approximately $1M per year that would otherwise have to be
funded through LMW customer charges.
If funded by the Commonwealth Government, these works will not impact water prices to LMW
customers.

4.3 Support for regional economies
The region employed around 4,300 ‘horticultural’ workers at the last Census (2017), as reported in
the Regional Skills Commission analysis. That report projected that the industry would require a
further 600 - 1,100 workers by 2020. On this basis, it is assumed that current employment in the
broader sector is around 5,000 workers.
The project will further support the local industry and regional economies by creating employment
opportunities through the project's construction phase. A report commissioned specifically for the
project identified that during the construction of works a total effect of $58.8 million could be
realised through employment for a total equivalent workforce of 287 jobs (direct, supply-chain and
consumptive effects). A significant opportunity exists to engage a local workforce and use regional
contractors to support a larger, overarching contractor to deliver the works. 2
This investment in water supply infrastructure modernisation will strongly support the viability of
the LMW irrigation districts and the regional economy.

4.4 Social and environmental benefits
The project's main social and environmental benefit is achieved by the recovery of water for the
environment and broader community outcomes such as drought and climate change resilience
through improved urban water security. Additionally, the project will reduce the risk of salinity
impacts on groundwater and the Murray River. Reducing salinity has three key benefits:
▪ Ecosystem protection: water seepage and leakage end up in the groundwater, leading to
increased salt in the Murray River, local wetlands and waterways. Reduction in seepage will
enhance ecosystem health and any localised salt issues at the surface of farms.
▪ Reduced corrosion: raised salt levels in the Murray River (the main source for domestic water
supply and irrigation) lead to enhanced corrosion of domestic hot-water systems and
infrastructure such as bridges and roads. Reduced levels of salinity will improve asset condition
and life.
▪ Improved drinking water quality: higher salt levels in the Murray River trigger additional,
expensive water treatment. There will therefore be reduced costs and consequential carbon
footprint from lower treatment requirements.
The works will occur within existing water-supply network corridors, so should not impact
environmental and social values (i.e. amenity of weirs, storages and parks). The channels will have
adequate fencing on either side of the channels to prevent access and maintain public safety. In
addition, suitably distanced escape mats will be added to the channels to assist any animals or
people who may find themselves in a lined channel.

2

Mildura Regional Development, REMPLAN, June 2021.
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Given the proximity of some channels to homes, roads and our communities, there is expected to be
some disruption during construction works. This will require close coordination with residents,
transport authorities and the community in the planning and construction phases. Works will be
carried out during winter periods, and impacts to supply during construction will be managed as
best as LMW can.

4.5 Cultural benefits
LMW continues to consult and engage with the Victorian Government and Traditional Owners across
the region to seek their input and advice on its cultural values and interests.
LMW has discussed with the First People of Millewa Mallee Aboriginal Corporation opportunities for
partnerships and to work together on a broad range of water resource management issues for the
betterment of the river health and the health of our environment. LMW continuously engage with
Traditional Owners on all cultural heritage matters for all project and operational service delivery,
recognising the specialist skills and knowledge Traditional Owners have to contribute in these areas.
Traditional Owners were engaged in the development of LMW’s Urban Water Strategy 2022-2071 and
will be involved in the development of LMW’s Pricing Submission Five, which will take place during
2022.
A Cultural Heritage Management Plan will be completed, if required, to avoid or minimise adverse
effects on Aboriginal cultural heritage values.
During the planning and delivery of the project, opportunities will be considered to recognise
Aboriginal values or build capacity for Aboriginal involvement in the project.

4.6 Drought and climate change resilience
This project will provide an estimated 1.8 GL of water for transfer to the Commonwealth
Government for the environment. Environmental water in the Murray-Darling Basin is used to sustain
ecosystems by supplying critical water supplies and providing drought refuges.
Prolonged drought has demonstrated the importance of sustainable water use and supply. The
project will reduce fixed losses in the system, meaning that more water is available to be allocated
at the start of the irrigation season. By improving the security and level of supply delivered to
irrigation businesses, the project will provide long-term drought and climate change resilience
throughout the network and productivity improvements, generating flow-on benefits to the regional
economy, including local employment opportunities.
Water recovered by this project and retained by LMW will support the critical human and social
need of the region, now and into the future. Water is a precious resource and using it more
efficiently and effectively is vital to the regions long-term sustainability.

5 Socio-economic criteria assessment checklist
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Section
Reference

Socio-Economic Criteria

1

Projects must be made public

1a

A regional map must indicate where investments are being made to depict
how these interrelate to improving the efficiency of the district. This
includes showing broad location of the project, amount of water to be
recovered for the environment, type of project and relevant socioeconomic information.

+

1.2, 2.1,
Appendix
1

1b

Where possible, reports or outcomes of past projects should be made
available.

+

1.1

1c

Technical reports on completed projects must be made available to
inform the development of any future projects.

+

1.1

1d

Following in-principle government approval, non-sensitive information
about project applications must be advertised to allow relevant
stakeholders to make submissions to the proposal.

NA

2

Projects do not negatively impact on social and environmental
outcomes.

2a

All projects are required to describe the expected socio-economic and
environmental benefits of their proposed project, with delivery partners
required to coordinate and communicate with local communities and
community bodies on the program and describe the expected socioeconomic and environmental impacts of each program on the local
community, region or state.

+

4.4

2b

Social values may include the amenity to local communities of weirs,
storages and parks that may be affected by efficiency projects.

+

4.4

2c

Large projects must describe the expected socio-economic outcomes of
their proposal. In doing so, they must address the following:
▪ the anticipated socio-economic impacts to the local community,
region or state
▪ their project’s strategy for increasing the socio-economic benefit to
participants and their communities (e.g. local sourcing of goods,
services and labour); and
▪ if and how the project will contribute to regional investment and
development in geographic area.

+

1.2, 4.2,
4.3

2d

Both project and delivery partners are required to comply with all
relevant laws including work health and safety laws. Each project must
show an understanding of all relevant legislation or regulation (including
environmental laws and regulations) that will require approval prior to
works commencing.

+

1.2, 3.2.4

2e

Australian Government to fund facilitators to work with communities to
develop proposals that have community support and positive social and
economic outcomes.

+

3.2,
Appendix
2

3

The project assessment for funding must be clear, timely, simple and
transparent, and not unduly increase red tape.

NA

4

Projects need to demonstrate how they contribute to the current and
future viability of proponent businesses and irrigation districts.

4a

Proponent consider how the project would contribute to the current and
future financial viability of the irrigation district/region where it will
occur, including identification of potential irrigation network
improvements.

+

1, 3.2.3,
3.3, 4.1,
4.2

4b

Projects should avoid upgrading water supply infrastructure where the
system, or parts of the system are not going to be used in the future.

+

1, 3.2.8,
4.2
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ID

Socio-Economic Criteria

4c

Project proposals in an irrigation district should take account of relevant
irrigation business’ strategies or plans.

5

Programs or projects support regional economies.

5a

Section
Reference
+

3.2.3,
3.2.8

Programs or projects should identify opportunities to support local
industry and regional development.

+

4.2, 4.3

5b

Programs or projects should focus on increasing water use efficiency in
ways that address industry, network/system and local/regional priorities,
future needs and risks and may include research and extension services.
(Also captured in Criteria 9b, 6b & 10a)

+

2, 4.2, 4.3

5c

Programs or projects in an irrigation district don’t reduce the overall
productive capacity of the relevant region.

+

2. 4.1

5d

Programs or projects should not impact negatively on regional jobs.

+

4.3

6

Programs or projects do not have negative third-party impacts on the
irrigation system, water market or regional communities.

6a

Where a proposed project is located within an irrigation network, the
proponent must provide evidence that relevant network operator or water
corporation is involved in or aware of the project.

+

1, 3

6b

Relevant government or proponent must consult industry bodies,
irrigation network operators/, local governments or regional development
organisations, on a strategic regional approach which will focus on
ensuring there is a mix of water efficiency projects in a region in ways
that address industry, network/system and local/regional priorities,
future needs and risks and may include research and extension services.
(Also captured in Criteria 9b, 5b & 10a)

+

3

6c

The socio-economic assessment of programs or projects must consider
impacts not just on participants, but for broader regions.

+

2.2,3.2, 4,
Appendix
2

7

Projects need to be assessed for their potential to impact on the price
of water.

7a

Proponents can only transfer water rights that they own at the time of
their application. They cannot receive funding to acquire water rights. A
project cannot transfer more water than the project will save, and the
proposed quantity must be independently verified as being a conservative
estimate of the resulting water savings. A proponent may keep any water
savings beyond the amount transferred.

+

2.2

7b

Proponents applying for project funding would be required to provide
evidence that the water entitlements have been held for a minimum of 3
years at the time of application.

+

2.2

7c

Project proponents must ensure there is no direct impact on the reliability
of water from cumulative implementation of projects.

+

2.1, 2.2,
4.1

7d

Projects must not directly increase the price of water.

+

4.1

8

Any cultural impacts identified, protected or improved.

8a

Projects are required to describe the expected cultural benefits of their
proposed project, with delivery partners required to coordinate and
communicate with local communities and community bodies on projects
and describe the expected cultural benefits of each project on the local
community, region or state.

+

3.2.7, 4.5
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Section
Reference

ID

Socio-Economic Criteria

8b

Projects must describe the expected cultural benefits of their proposal.
In doing so, they must address the following:
▪ the anticipated cultural benefits to the local community, region or
state;
▪ their project’s strategy for increasing the cultural benefit to
participants and their communities (e.g. local sourcing of goods,
services and labour)

+

3.2.7, 4.5

8c

Projects over $3 million must identify cultural heritage sites and manage
any impacts in accordance with relevant Commonwealth and State laws.

+

3.2.7, 4.5

9

Program design should include close engagement with community and
industry leaders.

9a

The relevant government or proponent must consult with industry bodies,
IIOs, local governments or regional development organisations, or
investment corporations on relevant strategic regional projects, and
consider community support.

+

1.1, 3,
Appendix
2

9b

This consultation should focus on increasing water use efficiency in ways
that address industry, network/system and local/regional priorities,
future needs and risks and may include research and extension services.
(Also captured in Criteria 5b, 6b & 10a)

+

3, 4.2,
Appendix
2

10

Where practical, seek to develop and implement integrated
implementation of efficiency measures to maximise benefits to the
irrigation network and local enterprises.

10a

Programs or projects must focus on increasing water use efficiency in ways
that address industry, network/system and local/regional priorities,
future needs and risks and may include research and extension services.
This would include integrated proposals. (Also captured in Criteria 9b, 5b,
& 6b)

+

1, 3.2.8

11

Monitoring and evaluation, including of socio-economic outcomes,
should be built into programs and used to regularly review and adapt
programs as required.

11a

The Commonwealth will develop a monitoring and evaluation framework
to assess the progress of projects in real time, post-approval.

12

Projects must deliver real water savings and not result in profiteering
or rorting.

12a

Projects must not allow participants to individually profit without creating
water savings.

13

Projects should identify improved capacity to respond to changes in
business environment including drought and climate resilience.

13a

Provide information on how the project will improve resilience to climate
variability.

+

Meets the criteria with neutral or positive outcomes

0

More information required

x

Does not meet the criteria with neutral or positive outcomes

NA

NA

+

2

+

4.6

Criteria is not applicable to the project proposal
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Appendix 1 – Maps
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Wargan channel works (Merbein)
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Mildura channels (L and K) works
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Red Cliffs channel works
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Appendix 2 – Stakeholder Engagement
Contact

Role

Topic

Interest/ Comments

Date/
Frequency

A separate
investigation was
being undertaken by
LMW to consult with
18 private diverters
to improve water
efficiency. They
were also briefed
about the works LMW
were pursuing.

Remaining barriers to
participating in
infrastructure
upgrades , such as
resolving the
management of
current and future
water losses in the
channels, some of
which are
currently not
measured at
the river,
and working with
multiple asset owners
and irrigators within
each system.

2020-2021

Customer
representatives want
improved services at
an affordable cost.

Quarterly
2019-2021

Very supportive of
investment in
infrastructure that
doesn't increase their
prices.

Quarterly
2019-2021

Supportive of the
proposed investment,
confirming that
customers 'need
confidence in access
to supply'. Also 'there
needs to be sufficient
redundancy in the
system to 'catch up'
following outages'.
'Irrigation blocks are
now mostly table
grapes and so there is
a high level of
sensitivity to any
issue that would
result in water
demand not being
able to be met during
peak times'. 'Need to

OctNovember
2020 and
Nov-Jan 21

Community

Private Diverters

Various

Customer and
Strategic
Advisory
Committee

LMW Customer
Advisory
Committee

Pumped District
Irrigation customers

Irrigation
Strategy
development

LMW meets 3
monthly with
customer advisory
committees and
these works have
formed part of a
regular update to
members.
Meet quarterly and
at each meeting a
verbal briefing has
been provided as
well as the
opportunity to ask
questions. This
project has been a
standing agenda
item.
LMW engaged
broadly with its rural
customers and
stakeholders to seek
their support and
suggestions for what
level of investment
LMW needed to make
in its irrigation
system. The
Irrigation Strategy
highlights key
priorities and the
strategy for
investment in the
next Water Price
Submission, and
beyond.
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The LMW Board has
been briefed monthly
on the progress of
the project.

be able to achieve
improved capacity
outcomes without
this being a further
impost on irrigators'.
'LMW needs to attract
funding to the
district and have
greater transparency
in how fees growers
are paying toward
infrastructure
upgrades is being
spent.'
The Board has
endorsed that the
Managing Director
enter into discussions
for third party
funding and that any
proposal is to be
agreed to by the
Board.

Monthly

Agencies and Industry
Through ongoing
broader engagement,
LMW has been
working with
Traditional Owners
and the State to
ensure cultural
heritage is managed
and Traditional
Owner opportunities
are made available.
MCMA has been a
project partner and
regularly briefed
throughout the
investigations.

Cultural
heritage/Traditional
Owners

Protection of
cultural
heritage and
Traditional
Owner values

Mallee Catchment
Management
Authority

Project
Manager
Salinity and
various others

Mildura Rural City
Council

Planning Officer

Discussion regarding
planning
requirements

Swan Hill Rural City
Council

Planning Officer
and
Infrastructure
Manager

Discussion regarding
planning
requirements

Department of
Jobs, Precincts and
Regions

Regional
Manager
Irrigation Mallee

Seeking concerns or
support for proposed
in-district and
private diverters
initiatives
FINAL
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Interested in
managing cultural
heritage through
project delivery,
opportunities for
involvement during
planning and
construction and
opportunities for
water allocations.
MCMA support
initiatives that
reduce salinity
impact on the Murray
River.
No concerns
expressed as these
works are potentially
deemed 'minor utility'
works and possibly
exempt from
planning permits.
Tree removal would
require permits.
Discussion about
potential projects in
their shire.
Investigations later
determined no
initiatives were to
proceed in this
Shire.
Supports any proposal
to conserve water
and promote
irrigation
productivity.

2020-21

Ongoing

10/11/2020

29/10/2020

10/02/2021
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Supportive of outside
investment and
supported the
project with a
REMPLAN.
Concerned mainly
with land managed
by Parks Victoria.
This project involves
no Parks Victoria
managed land.

Mildura Regional
Development

CEO

Discuss the
opportunities and
and concerns

Parks Victoria

Regional
Director,
Northern
Victoria

Discussion of any
concerns or
requirements

Water Resource
Strategy
Division

Discussions to ensure
water recovery
volumes are
consistent with
Water Savings
Protocol.

Making sure claims
for water recovery
and impact were
validated
independently.

2021

Statewide
Infrastructure
and Rural
Strategy
Division

Meeting monthly to
ensure the project
initiatives and risks
are being managed

Project proposal
must deliver State
benefit and meet
agreed socioeconomic criteria for
additional water
recovery under the
Basin Plan.

Monthly

Via online
native
vegetation
removal online
platform Protected
Matters Search.

Reviewing any
potential flora or
fauna that might be
of national
significance

Desktop assessment
identified no
significant flora or
fauna in the project
area.

11/11/2020

Department of
Environment, Land,
Water and Planning

Australian
Government
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